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On the other hand, Korean banks could maintain better health indicators than their Japanese
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efficiency, profitability, and performance have marginally declined in the Covid-19 year of 2020.
The study also concludes that the impacts of Covid-19 on the banking health in both countries are
yet to be fully apparent. It recommends that the BOJ should reconsider its negative interest rate
policy. In a similar way, the fact that banking services are becoming more digital may have made it
more important for banks in both countries to consolidate their business activities.
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Executive Summary
1. The economies of Japan and South Korea are dominated by banks. Both countries have created a complex financial structure, including a well-established
banking industry at their heart that supports economic operations. However,
both countries’ banking sectors have previously faced crises such as the Asian
Financial Crisis (mostly in South Korea), the Japanese economic slowdown, and
the financial crisis of 2007-08 (both). While the Bank of Japan (BOJ) approved
the quantitative easing (QE) monetary policy and lowered interest rates to manage the crises, the Bank of Korea (BOK) pursued interest and financial restructuring as well as banking system digitization to overcome the crises. Covid-19
has disrupted the normal operation of banks, and the central banks and governments of both countries have implemented a variety of monetary and other
measures to mitigate its economic and financial consequences.
2. This study aims to identify and assess the health of domestic banks in Japan
and South Korea for the Covid-19 ex-ante and interim periods. Several important variables, i.e., portfolios of assets and liabilities, asset productivity, stockholders' equity, profitability, and operating efficiency, have been included to evaluate the health of their banks. This comparison of health metrics for 2010 to
2020 could help identify changes or shifts in the banking sector of Japan and
Korea. The study has used exploratory and descriptive methodologies to undertake qualitative and quantitative evaluations of important bank health indicators
in the ex-ante and interim periods of Covid-19. It also used a hybrid method to
produce research goals and arguments, including a framework based on what
was already known in the field.
3. Japanese banks are divided into four clusters, i.e., City Banks, Regional Banks I,
Regional Banks II, and Trust Banks. The City Banks and Trust Banks clusters
feature the largest banks, while the other clusters include smaller regional banks
with a regional banking concentration. Despite being a large financial institution,
Japan Post Bank is not considered a commercial bank in Japan. In Korea, Commercial and specialized banks are the two categories of banks. National and
local banks make up the domestic commercial banks. The principal business of
special banks is banking too.
Executive Summary
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4. Throughout the timeframe of our investigation, the BOJ and BOK deployed
monetary policy measures to influence bank conditions. In April 2013, the BOJ
used an easy money policy, or QE, for the second time under Abenomics to
combat chronic deflation and the rolling-recession effects of the 2007-08 GFC.
Under QE-2, which is continuing, the BOJ has been influencing financial markets through interest rates, loan and fund support programs, and market purchases of assets of various durations. Starting in January 2016, the BOJ announced a negative interest rate of -0.1 percent on all new deposits. As a response to Covid-19, the BOJ gave institutions extra financial help at a low-interest rate of 0.1 percent and continues to purchase ETFs, J-REITs, JGBs, corporate bonds, etc. Due to QE-2 asset purchases, the BOJ’s balance sheet has
grown by more than $5 trillion. BOK, for its part, used the bank rate as a primary policy tool to influence the money supply through bank lending in the
2010s to mitigate the effects of the GFC of 2007–2008. The key interest rate
was reduced from 5.25 percent in the third quarter of 2008 to 2.75 percent in
the first quarter of 2013. Simultaneously, the sector underwent structural restructuring to boost digitization. However, BOK adopted a more flexible monetary policy approach in response to the poor domestic economic development
caused by the Covid-19 epidemic. BOK also raised the limit on the Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility to ₩35 trillion and made the Corporate
Bond-Backed Lending Facility (CBBLF) a safety net for businesses, banks, and
non-bank financial organizations.
5. Figures show that the total assets of Japanese banks increased continuously, albeit at varied rates, from 2010 to 2019, never falling below 2 percent. The increase in bank loan amounts, from ¥8 trillion in 2012 to ¥543.9 trillion in 2021,
explains some of the banks’ asset expansion. The loan portfolio breakdown
reveals increased bank engagement in the real estate and housing sectors. Real
estate has the highest industry share of outstanding loans, accounting for
roughly 81 percent of all bank loans in 2020. Before Covid-19, both new consumer and home loans fell. Overall, portfolios of commercial banks did not
undergo any significant rebalancing after QE-2. Their stockholdings fluctuated,
and corporate bond holdings decreased, but t stock holdings climbed. In contrast to the BOJ's expectations, banks saw a significant increase in JGB purchases in FY 2020–21. Except for deposits, the effects of QE-2 and Covid-19
on banks’ liabilities were minimal. Their loan-to-deposit ratio has worsened,
with loans accounting for only 66.2 percent of deposits in 2021, a record high
4
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during the pandemic. Throughout the period 2011 to 2020, the asset growth
lines of Korean domestic banks shifted frequently. On the other hand, bank
assets have been increasing since 2017, with assets reaching ₩2,977.6 trillion in
2020, up 10.6 percent from 2019. Most of the growth in banks’ assets came
from borrowers’ loans and securities holdings, presently hovering around 70
percent. Between 2011 and 2020, the loans stayed higher than the deposits. In
2020, the overall liabilities of banks in South Korea were larger than the country’s GDP.
6. Japanese banks had relatively low net earnings against their assets in terms of
productivity, resulting in a poor return on assets (ROA). The highest ROA for
all clusters of banks, both individually and collectively, was recorded in FY 201314. However, their ROA dropped in 2016-17 and 2019-2020. Nevertheless, Japanese banks earned a much higher ROE than their ROA. However, in 2020–
2021, the overall bank ROE increased to 3.96 percent. Since 2010, the ROE of
Regional Banks I and II has been lower than that of other banks. For Korean
banks, the highest ROA was in 2011, at 0.81 percent, and the lowest in 2016, at
0.11 percent. Banks’ ROA dropped dramatically in 2019 and 2020. Korean
banks’ return on equity peaked in 2011 (9.81 percent) and troughed in 2016
(1.37 percent). In the year 2020, Covid-19 had a low ROE of 5.54 percent.
7. Japanese banks’ ordinary profits peaked at 7.39 percent in 2014 and have steadily declined. However, the operational profit data from 2015 to 2020 has formed
a U-shaped curve, indicating recent improvement. At the same time, banks' net
incomes were significantly lower than their operating profits. QE-2 is perceived
to be the significant underlying factor for their low NIs. When Covid-19 was at
its most disruptive, however, the rate of net income increased to 1.84 percent
in 2020, up from 1.11 percent the year before. In contrast, Korean banks had a
difficult year in 2016, with NI falling by 43.18 percent from the previous year.
However, net income improved over the next two years. Nonetheless, their net
income has fallen since 2018, declining to ₩11 trillion in 2020.
8. The efficiency of Japanese banks has remained low for a long time. From 2011
to 2021, none of the Japanese bank clusters met even the less strict efficiency
standard of 60%. Even though Covid-19 might theoretically cut operational
expenses, Japanese banks’ overall efficiency ratio in 2021 was 83.9 percent. We
are constrained by the Korean banks’ operational efficiency data. However,
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available data for 2020, the year of the COVID-19 outbreak, shows that most
of them maintained an efficiency ratio of 60% or less.
9. Since 2012, Japanese banks have reduced the percentage of non-performing
loans to total loans. Between 2012 and 2020, however, the ratio fell from 2.4 to
1.1 percent. Due to Covid-19, the NPL ratio went marginally up to 1.2 percent
in 2021. At the same time, Korean banks had significantly lower NPL ratios
than Japanese banks. All banks’ total NPL was 0.25 percent of their loans in
2020. Banks in Japan and Korea are well-capitalized, evidenced by their good
CARs. However, Japanese banks are better positioned with a higher ratio of
CAR. The net interest margins (NIM) index clearly shows that Korean banks
do better than their Japanese counterparts. However, in 2019 and 2020, the
profitability index of Japanese and South Korean domestic banks fell.
10. Despite their differences, the study revealed that Korean domestic banks could
sustain better health indicators than their Japanese counterparts for much of
the study period. Banks in Japan are trying to maintain better financial health
with the ultra-low interest rates imposed by the QE-2 monetary policy. During
Covid-19, the profitability and efficiency of the sector have been adversely affected. In contrast, Korean banks had the advantage of higher interest rates.
They maintained a better degree of efficiency, while their low nonperforming
loans provided them with managerial strength, though Covid-19 seems to have
marginally impacted their efficiency, profitability, and performance.
Keywords: Banks, Japan, South Korea, portfolio, productivity, operating efficiency,
Covid-19
JEL Classification: E44, E58, G21, G28
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COVID-19 and the Health of Banking
Sector in Japan and South Korea:
A Comparative Study

Munim Kumar Barai*

1. Introduction
Since the beginning of 2020, Covid-19 has been a global epidemic, affecting human well-being by changing economic, social, political, and environmental variables
worldwide. According to McKibbin and Fernando (2021), it would be difficult to
find a sector unaffected by Covid-19, ranging from household glossaries to luxury
entertainment and from north to south and east to west. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) estimated that the cost of the pandemic in 2020 alone was a 3.1
percent loss in global economic growth and an 8.1 percent drop in worldwide trade
(IMF, 2020). As a result of the outbreak, prominent international institutions and
banks have also reduced their growth forecasts (Elnahass, Trinh, and Li 2021). A
study of 896 commercial banks from fifty-three nations to see how covid affects
them found that financial organizations lose more of their protected earnings than
other industries and that banks lose the most during covid (World Bank 2020a).
Japan and South Korea are two major economies in the world. While Japan is
now the world’s third-largest economy, behind the United States and China, with a
gross domestic product (GDP) of US$ 5.1 trillion (Statista 2021), Korea has emerged
as an essential middle power with an estimated GDP of US$1.8 trillion (IMF 2021).
Both economies have created a large industrial and sophisticated financial structure,
*

The opinions expressed herein are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect or represent
the official positions of KIEP.
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including a well-established banking industry that works to aid economic activities
at the center of their financial systems.
Figure 1. Rank and Bank Assets to GDP Ratio of Countries, 2017
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In Japan, there is a high degree of connectivity between the central bank, commercial banks, and industry. Manufacturers have traditionally relied on banks for
most of their borrowing needs. In that way, commercial banks influence their client
companies since they are responsible for so much of the credit given to the industry
(Britannica 2022). This may partially explain why Japan is still a bank-dominated
economy (Demirguc-Kunt and Vojislav 2000). The economic power of banks may
be substantiated by the existing ‘ratio of bank assets to GDP’ of Japan. In 2017, the
Global Economy ranked Japan fifth when banks’ assets stood at 160 percent of its
GDP (Figure 1).
On their part, banks in South Korea hold a similar economic power in the economy, with a ‘ratio of bank assets to GDP’ of 1.4. Figure 1 depicts the top 10+1
economies and their GDP to bank assets ratios listed for 2017. South Korea and the
United States are ranked 9 and 62, respectively, on the list. Indeed, Korea’s sustained
high economic growth and industrial development from the 1960s through the
1980s were based on a bank-oriented financial structure under the intense supervision of the government (Yu and Liu 2007).
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Though Japan’s and Korea’s banking sectors have leading positions in both
economies, they too have their problems. For example, the sector is still transitioning from a human-based system to a technology-based service industry. Moreover,
this industry was hit by a host of crises, including the East Asian Financial Crisis
(mainly in South Korea), the Japanese economic downturn, and the financial crisis
of 2007-08 (both). The Bank of Japan (BOJ) accepted the QE monetary policy and
lowered interest rates to manage crises of both domestic and external origins. On
the other hand, South Korea pursued interest and financial restructuring and digitalization of the banking system to overcome the crisis (FSC 2021). Both countries are
confronting the same problems associated with their demographic decline, affecting
the banking industry’s demand and supply of various financial services.
Presently, Covid-19 has posed a substantial threat to their economies and financial systems. For instance, in 2020, Japan’s economy shrank by 4.8 percent in real
terms (Nakamura 2021), while the Korean economy contracted by 0.9 percent (KDI
2021). Though the central banks of both countries adopted several monetary policy
measures to mitigate the economic and financial impacts of Covid-19, the pandemic
has also increased strains on their banking industries. So, an assessment of the health
of their banking sector in the Covid-19 context looks timely. However, related data
is still a significant constraint as the relevant health indicators are unavailable for the
latest years.
The study has included several key indicators for assessing the health of banks
in Japan and South Korea. These are asset and liability portfolios, the productivity
of assets and stockholders’ equity, profitability, and operating efficiency. This comparison of the health indicators for the ex-ante and interim-Covid-19 periods may
help find any changes and directional shifts that are taking place in this sector in
Japan and Korea.
The rest of the paper has been divided into seven more sections. Section 2 examines the structure of Japan’s and Korea’s banking systems. Section 3 provides a
brief review of the literature. The methods used in the study are discussed in Section
4. Section 5 highlights the monetary and other measures that have a bearing on the
banking health before and during the Covid-19 pandemic. Section 6 discusses the
selected health indicators of banks in both countries, and their comparative analysis
has been done in Section 7. Section 8 concludes the paper and makes some policy
recommendations.
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2. Structure of Banking Systems in Japan and
South Korea
Japan and South Korea have well-developed financial structures within which
their banks work. Let us have a brief discussion on their banking systems to understand better the issue with which we are dealing.

2.1 Japan
Figure 2. Japanese Financial System

Source: Vu (2017) and Japanese Bankers Association (2021).
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Figure 2 gives us a skeleton view of the overall financial structure of Japan. It
shows that commercial banks fall in the category of private financial institutions.
They are again grouped under four clusters. Many foreign commercial banks are also
operating in Japan.
Along with the local and foreign commercial banks, Shinkin cooperatives, credit
cooperatives, Labor Banks (rokin), Agricultural, Fisheries, and Forestry Coops are
important players in the financial market (Table 1). But a host of other financial
institutions also work in the financial markets, including the Japan Post Bank.

Table 1. Financial Institutions in Japan, 2020 (By the Type of Businesses)

Number

Branches

Deposits
(¥ billion)

Deposit per
Bank/Instn
(¥ billion)

City Banks

4

2,781

352,305

70,461

Regional Banks

65

7,606

268,881

4,201

Regional Banks II
(Under second association)

38

2,967

60,983

1,605

Trust Banks

13

270

44,913

3,208

Shinkin Banks
(Cooperatives)

254

7,237

143,584

563

Shinkumi Banks
(Credit Cooperatives)

145

1,600

20,951

144

Labor Credit Associations
(rokin)

13

627

19,726

1,571

Agricultural, Fisheries and
Forestry Coops

439

7,477

65,639

89

Japan Post Banks

1

23,881

183,002

Foreign Banks

55

Type

Source: Deposit Insurance Corporation of Japan, Annual Report 2019-20; Annual Reports of other Banking Associations.
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Table 1 shows the number, branches, and deposits of various financial intuitions
in Japan in 2020. Going by the size, City Banks and Trust Banks are the two major
clusters. Two Regional Bank Associations, i.e., Regional Banks I and Regional Banks
II, represent regional banks. Since 1989, all regional banks have been operating as
commercial banks (Loukoianova 2008). To understand the sector better, let us
briefly explain the types of banks in Japan.

City Banks: These are large commercial banks with a nationwide presence
through branches to primarily serve major corporations with complete banking services (traditional and non-traditional). They have headquarters in large cities and
have a comprehensive range of financial and banking services. City banks dominate
most of the domestic market segments and are also engaged in overseas operations
(Liua and Wilsonb 2011).

Regional Banks I: They are small-sized commercial banks and offer their customers retail banking and primary financial services. With their wide geographical
presence in major prefectural cities of Japan, they also keep strong ties with local
governments. Local small and medium-sized firms (SMEs) make for more than 80
percent of their borrowers, and individual deposits account for over 70 percent of
total deposits (Loukoianova 2008).

Regional Banks II: The Second Association of Regional Banks (Tier 2 Regional Banks) began as mutual (Sogo) banks. They were turned into regional banks
under the 1992 Banking Act (Liua and Wilsonb 2011). These banks focus on supporting the financial needs of local individuals, corporations, small businesses, and
government entities as their primary goal is to contribute to the region’s social and
economic development (Loukoianova 2008). They are like Regional Banks I but
smaller in size and serve smaller companies and individuals within their immediate
geographic regions.
Trust Banks: They are big banks that provide trust services, long-term financing, fund management for big businesses, and pension fund advice. Participation in
the real estate lending market is also part of their business portfolio.
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Figure 3. Types, Amount and Share of Bank Deposits, 2020
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Source: Japanese Bankers Association (2021).

Also, banks in Japan maintain a wide range of accounts or banking products for
their customers. Figure 3 gives an idea of the types of bank accounts and levels of
deposits these accounts had in 2020 in different banks (JBA 2021). As the graph
shows, the depositors in Japan prefer to hold more ordinary and time deposits in
banks.1 Overall, Japan’s developed banking system is stable and well-regulated and
provides a wide range of commercial and personal accounts.
It should be noted that Japan Post Bank (JPB), one of the largest financial (savings) institutions globally (Sheldon 2011), is yet to be classified as a commercial bank.
JPB is a subsidiary of Japan Post Holdings, a government-owned company. However, the inclusion of JPB in the banking sector may alter many of the Japanese
banking system’s macro-financial performance and efficiency indicators because of
its sheer financial size.

1

The most common types of bank accounts in the United State include Checking accounts, Savings accounts, Money market accounts (MMAs) and Certificate of deposit accounts (CDs) (Lake
and Foreman 2022).
2. Structure of Banking Systems in Japan and South Korea
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2.2 Korea
During the Japanese occupation, a well-functioning banking system was developed in Korea. However, the Government took over the Japanese-owned banks
when Korea became independent in 1945. In 1950, the Korean financial system was
reorganized with the help of US experts (Cho 2002). Since then, the system has
evolved to become one of the most modern systems in the world.
Currently, South Korea has many institutions working in the whole financial system. According to the Bank of Korea (BOK 2022), “Financial institutions --- are
commonly divided into six categories: banks, non-bank depository institutions, financial investment business entities, insurance companies, other financial institutions, and auxiliary financial institutions.” Table 2 gives a summary picture of the
Korean financial system, including banks.

Table 2. Financial Institutions in Korea (As of Feb. 2018)
Classifications
Financial
Holding
Companies

7

Non-bank Holding
Companies

2

Commercial Banks

Banks
Specialized Banks

Non-bank
Depository
Institutions

Nationwide Banks

8

Local Banks

6

Branches of Foreign Banks

38

KDB

1

KEXIM

1

IBK

1

NACF

1

NFFC

1

Merchant Banking Corporations

1

Mutual Savings Banks

79
Credit Unions

Credit Cooperatives

Postal Savings

20

Number

Bank Holding Companies

Remarks

Including two
direct banks
47 branches

898

MG Community Credit
cooperatives

1,315

Mutual Banking

1,358
1
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Table 2. Continued
Classifications
Securities Companies

55

Futures Companies
Financial
Investment
Business
Entities

Remarks
Including 11
foreign branches

5

Collective Investment Business Entities

215

Investment Advisory and Discretionary
Investment Business Entities

179

Trust Business Entities

Bank / Securities /
Insurance / Real Estate
Trust

Non-life Insurance
Companies

19/20/6/11

25

Including 9 foreign
companies

Property and Casualty
Insurance Companies

19

Including 4 foreign
companies and 4
branches

Reinsurance Companies

10

Including 9 foreign
branches

Guarantee Insurance
Companies

3

Including 1 foreign
branch

Life Insurance Companies

Insurance
Companies

Number

Postal Insurance

1

Mutual Aid Associations

Mutual Aid Services of
NFFC / Korean FCCC /
NCUF Korea

3

Leasing
Credit-specialized
Financial Companies

Credit card
Installment Financing

97

26/8/21/42

New Technology Venture
Capital Companies

Other
Financial
Institutions
Venture Capital
Companies

SME Establishment
Investment Companies

120

New Technology Venture
Capital Companies

42

Securities Finance Companies

1
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Table 2. Continued
Classifications
Financial Supervisory
Service

1

Korea Deposit Insurance
Corporation

1

Korea Financial
Telecommunications and
Clearing Institute

1

Credit Guarantee
Institutions
Financial
Auxiliary
Institutions

Number

Korea Credit Guarantee
Fund
Korea Technology
Finance Corporation

Remarks

2

Credit Information
Companies

33

Korea Asset
Management Corporation

1

Korea Housing Finance
Corporation

1

Korea Exchange

1

Financial Brokerage Companies

13

Including 4
combining
businesses
company

Including 10
foreign exchange
brokerage firms

Source: Bank of Korea (2022).

There are two types of banks in Korea – commercial and specialized banks (Table 2). Again, commercial banks consist of national and local banks and foreign bank
branches. In contrast, special banks are financial entities formed under a statute other
than the Banking Act, and their primary activity is banking. The Korea Development
Bank, the Export-Import Bank of Korea, the Industrial Bank of Korea, Nonghyup
Bank, Suhyup Bank, and other specialized banks are included in this category.
Nonetheless, we find the four banks, viz., KB Kookmin Bank, Shinhan Bank,
Hana Bank, and Woori Bank, which are pure commercial banks, account for more
than 50 percent of the share of assets of all banks operating in the financial system
in Korea (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. Leading Banks in South Korea in Fiscal Year 2020, by Total Assets
(₩ trillion)

Source: Financial Supervisory Service (July 2021).
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3. Literature Review
We have conducted the literature review in two parts, one of which focused on
Japanese banks and the other on South Korean banks. The literature on Japanese
banks concentrates on growth, quantitative easing, and performance issues, while
Korean bank literature focuses on development and performance.

3.1 A Review of the Japanese Banking System
A background check shows that during the “catching-up” phase that typified the
postwar years until the mid-1970s the Japanese main bank system played a vital role
in the postwar reconstruction and development process (Suzuki et al. 2011). According to Aoki, Patrick, and Sheard (1994: 33–35), the main banks functioned as quasiinsider monitors of the borrowing firm and mediators when borrowers were
stressed. The major bank became the epicenter of the Keiretsu business model
formed by Japanese corporations following the war. Many Japanese enterprises had
strong ties with the main bank, generally, a City Bank or sometimes Regional Banks,
from whom they borrowed working capital. Interestingly, a close and symbiotic connection between the Ministry of Finance (MOF) and the main banks, known as the
convoy system, helped reduce uncertainty for both lenders and borrowers (Suzuki
et al. 2011).
The collaboration between firms and banks and the world’s demand for Japanese
products continued to rise afterward. In the process, many Japanese firms became
household names globally.2 The banking sector was also booming, and in 1990, the
six largest banks in the world, measured in terms of Tier 1 capital, were Japanese.3
Following the stock market crash in 1990, Japan’s economy experienced a decadelong stagnation. The concurrent developments in the business sector exposed ‘three
excesses’ in Japan: excess equipment, excess employment, and excess debt (Abe
2010). Banks were linked to the third excess.

2

3

They include firms Sony, Toshiba, Sharp, National, Mitsubishi, Toyota, Honda, Nissan, Panasonic, etc.
They included Sumitomo Bank (#1), Dai-Ichi Kangyo Bank (#2), Fuji Bank (#3), Sanwa
Bank(#4), Mitsubishi Bank (#6) and Industrial Bank of Japan (#10) (The Banker 1990).
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Academic study on Japanese banks’ profitability and cost efficiency has been limited, particularly since 1996. Most research has examined Japanese banks’ cost and
overall technical efficiency using parametric and nonparametric methodologies
(Loukoianova 2008). According to Fukuyama (1993), the majority of large (City)
banks performed at or near their optimum efficiency levels. Altunbas et al. (2000),
on the other hand, proved that, when risk and quality variables were considered, the
Japanese banking system showed scale inefficiencies and that the optimal size of
banks should be smaller than it was at the time. Separately, IMF (2005) found that
the Japanese banking sector’s low profitability was primarily due to low revenues
rather than high costs. Loukoianova (2008) employs data envelopment analysis
(DEA) to inspect banks’ cost and revenue efficiency. The study found that while
Japanese bank profitability is low compared to other advanced countries, their performance has steadily improved since 2001. However, there are significant differences within the banking sector, with regional banks being less cost and revenueefficient than City and Trust banks.
Non-performing loans (NPAs) or problem loans of Japanese banks have remained the focus of research. Drake and Hall (2003) and Liu and Tone (2008) investigated Japanese banking efficiency in NPAs or problem loans. Fukuyama and
Weber (2008) believe that problem loans should be viewed as unwanted because
they only manifest after making a loan. Barros et al. (2012) measured the technical
efficiency of Japanese banks (2000-2007) using a non-radial directed method, with
the appearance of problem loans as an unwanted result. When measuring the technical efficiency of Japanese cooperative banks (Shinkin and Shinkumi) from 1998 to
2009, Glass et al. (2014) treated non-performing loans as an unwanted outcome.
It should be noted that more studies on Japanese banking efficiency have used
nonparametric approaches, specifically DEA, than studies using parametric methods (Vu 2017). Altunbas et al. (2000), Uchida and Satake (2009), Assaf et al. (2011),
and Glass et al. (2014) are examples of parametric investigations. According to Assaf
et al. (2011), between 2000 and 2006, only roughly 28 percent and 43 percent of
Shinkin banks experienced productivity and efficiency, respectively (Vu 2017). Other
researchers, such as Liu and Tone (2008), Drake et al. (2009), and Fukuyama and
Weber (2009), use a slack-based metric for technical inefficiency. However, Glass et
al. (2014) use Cuesta et al.’s (2009) augmented hyperbolic output distance function
to show that Japanese credit cooperative banks are too small and are working under
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increasing returns to scale. Banks with a lower return on assets and a higher capital
adequacy ratio are more efficient.
Interestingly, central banks of larger economies have regularly started researching the impacts of quantitative easing after starting bailout packages since the financial crisis of 2008. However, a literature review found no significant studies to address the effects of Japan’s QE-2 on banks’ portfolio rebalancing or financial performance. Studies like Albertazzi et al. (2016), Gagnon et al. (2011), and Jouvanceauy
(2016) support the portfolio rebalancing channel in the United States, the United
Kingdom, and the Eurozone. Cheri et al. (2020) addressed the disproportionate flow
of funds and interest rates during the US’s QE and tapering periods. The Bank of
Japan’s October 2019 Financial System Report (BOJ 2019) cites the banks’ international portfolio diversification because of QE. Kihara (2021) describes various strategies of BOJ to reduce QE stimulus gradually.

3.2 A Review of the Korean Banking System
South Korea transitioned into a modern economy in the second half of the 20th
century. Throughout the transition, the Government used various banks as a critical
instrument in the growth strategy beginning from the 1960s. In fact, the nationalization of banks offered the Government the privilege to intervene and direct finance to favored sectors and firms (Cho 2002). But this led to the emergence of 30
Chaebols, like the Keiretsu conglomerate business model in Japan. They became economic powerhouses by controlling more than 75 percent of all economic operations
(Yu & Liu 2007). Also, most corporations received preferential treatment for getting
loans from state-owned banks (Fukawa 1997). Overall, in the government-led economic development model, the financial sector became an “inter-link” between
Government and industry (Cho 2002).
From 1970 to 1972, Korea had its first financial crisis that hurt banks. The number of NPLs was growing rapidly. Another financial crisis erupted in 1980 when
South Korea nearly defaulted on foreign debt repayment, and the economy registered negative growth. Nevertheless, the 1980s economic crisis was again managed
by a growing-up plan involving lower interest rates, a relief-loan package, and special
credit support from banks, aided by BOK’s special lending (Cho 2002). Again, when
the financial crisis hit in early November 1997, the South Korean government
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sought to reform the banking system to rehabilitate banks and rejuvenate the banking sector (Kataoka 1999). The government began the ‘1993-97 Financial Sector
Reform Plan’ with a series of reforms that allowed state-owned banks more flexibility in finding interest rates and distributing loans (Yu and Liu 2007). In 1997, ten
of South Korea’s 26 state-owned banks reported losses, and state-owned banks had
51 percent of their total loans as NPLs. As a result of the crisis, the government was
forced to restructure banks by changing their ownership and initiating measures to
improve banks’ financial performance and asset composition. That also led to financial holding companies like Woori Bank, while there were still six small regional
banks (Park and Weber 2006b).
Again, due to the GFC in 2008, BOK reduced interest rates and released additional liquidity to ease the credit constraint, quickly changing its policy toward an
expansionary posture (Tsutsumi, Jones, and Cargill 2010; IMF 2014). The Korean
authorities’ prompt and comprehensive countermeasures aided the Korean financial
industry’s fast regaining stability (Lee 2017). Banks, on their part, went for a massive
level of digitization and the Korean banking sector is now one of the highly digitized
sectors in the world.
Over the years, many studies have been conducted on Korean banks’ performance or efficiency and productivity, or both. For example, Gilbert and Wilson
(1998) looked into how Korean banks adjusted their mix of inputs and outputs
when privatization and deregulation took place in the 1980s and early 1990s. Hao,
Hunter, and Yang (2001) used a stochastic cost frontier approach to extend Gilbert
and Wilson’s (1998) analysis to uncover the primary determinants of efficiency improvements for nine nationwide banks and ten regional banks during the period
1985-1995 and concluded that nationwide banks are more efficient. Park and Kim
(2002) confirmed that regional banks are less efficient and see fewer advances in
efficiency and productivity than national banks. Cho and Shin (2004) showed that,
despite having a higher cost and technological efficiency than other Korean banks,
the five largest Korean banks had a fall in rates of return from 1992 to 1997. When
Jeon and Miller (2004) looked at the impact of the Asian financial crisis on the performance of Korean national banks, they discovered that the equity ratio was positively connected with bank performance. Park and Weber (2006a; 2006c) investigated individual bank inefficiency, productivity change, and the effect of bank efficiency on bank profitability. However, whether the reforms resulted in a long-term
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increase in bank profitability or not, though, by international standards, their ROA
was still low (Hong and Lee 2016).
Nonetheless, because of the GFC in 2008, short-term lending markets displayed
signs of stress and a liquidity crisis. BOK reduced interest rates six times and supplied fresh liquidity amounting to about 2.7 percent of GDP in a quick shift toward
an expansionary posture (Tsutsumi, Jones, and Cargill 2010). According to Lee and
Rhee (2012), the government protected financial institutions’ soundness by boosting
bank capital and setting up the Bank Recapitalization Fund to combat the deepening
financial crisis. In addition, the Korean government implemented several prudential
policies in 2009, including a ceiling on banks' loan-to-deposit ratios to shift banks’
funding structure away from wholesale funding, a regulation on banks’ foreign exchange derivative positions in 2010, and a Macroprudential Stability Levy in 2011.
These steps appear to have strengthened and stabilized the banking sector (Bruno
and Shin 2014; IMF 2014). Furthermore, banks have become more sensitive to
credit risks, increasing their relatively stable family loans while decreasing riskier corporate loans (BOK 2018). At the same time, poor performance in the shipbuilding
and shipping industries considerably increased the NPL ratios of specialized policy
banks that funded these businesses (Lee 2017).
The Financial Stability Report 2021 provides intriguing observations about how
market interest rates have recently risen, placing upward pressure on bank loan interest rates. Due to this rise, commercial banks’ profits improved. Moreover, both
banks’ return on assets (ROA) and structural profitability increased in the first quarter of 2021. Nevertheless, the report expects that increasing the rate will worsen
asset soundness by raising borrowers’ debt servicing burden (BOK 2021: 74-75).
Some unrelated studies of Covid-19 on banks have been found in the literature.
For example, Akhtaruzzaman et al. (2021) investigated the impact of Covid-19 on
the gold market, Mirza et al. (2020), Zaremba et al. (2021), Goodell & Goutte (2021),
and Umar et al. (2021) investigated bond and stock markets. During the Covid-19
pandemic, Demirguc-Kunt et al. (2021) examined financial sector policy announcements and bank stocks. Liquidity support, borrower assistance programs, monetary
easing, etc., helped mitigate the negative effects of the crisis, but the impact differed
significantly between institutions and nations. Covid-19’s impact on Indonesia’s
banking sector was investigated by Darjana et al. (2022). Their study finds that credit
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distribution to real estate, working capital, and investment credit has decreased dramatically. In contrast, consumer and small-business credit has remained stable or
increased for some banks.
This review of the literature reveals that no other study has addressed the banking health of
Japan and South Korea in the way that this one has. The advent of Covid-19 has heightened the
urgency of such research. This research is timely and relevant to crucial contemporary development.
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4. Objectives and Methodology of the Study
The study’s overall purpose is to compare the banking health of Japan and South
Korea. The study has employed exploratory and descriptive approaches to conducting qualitative and quantitative analyses of key bank health indicators in both nations
to reach the goal. Covid-19’s emergence has become a concern in all fields, including
the banking sectors of both countries. As a result, any accessible data that proves or
reflects the effects of Covid-19 on their banking health has been included.
Even though this is primarily a descriptive study, it has adopted a hybrid approach
that includes a framework derived from the literature to identify research goals and
make arguments. This strategy is justified because research designs may not be prespecified and may “emerge, unroll, cascade, or unfold during the research process”
(Lincoln and Guba 1985: 142), making it incongruent to specify these designs in advance (Kar et al. 2015). Furthermore, the hybrid method allows for data triangulation,
which entails collecting data from multiple sources to balance out underlying flaws
(Easterby-Smith et al. 2002). But the author has avoided other statistical analyses as the
available data related to the effects of Covid-19 on the banking sector is currently limited. That is why the author has conducted descriptive analysis alternatively.
Two important banking data sources, i.e., the Japanese Bankers Association and
the Financial Supervisory Services (FSS) of South Korea, have been used for the
analysis of various indicators of banking health. These indicators include portfolios
of assets and liabilities, productivity (ROA and ROE), profitability, and operating
efficiency.
JBA supports data for all domestically registered commercial banks in Japan.
That includes the clusters of City Banks, Trust Banks, Regional Banks I, and Regional Banks II, comprising about 112 banks. JBA maintains a combined balance
sheet for all these banks, excluding their branches’ data that do banking and financial
activities overseas. For Japan, various financial ratios have been calculated based on
this segregation. On the other hand, the FSS maintains data on commercial banks
(nationwide and regional banks), specialized banks, and digital banks in South Korea
together. Data from the data bank Statista has been extensively used to analyze various financial ratios of South Korean banks. For assessing several health indicators
of banks in South Korea and Japan, the study covers data mostly between 2010 and
2020. The study has duly acknowledged the sources of information and data.
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5. Monetary Policy of BOJ and BOK Since 2010
As we all know, the central banks’ monetary policy tools have direct and indirect
effects on the health of financial institutions, especially banks, in any economy. So,
it may be better to understand the associated health-related developments of banks
in Japan and Korea in the ex-ante and interim Covid-19 periods if we briefly review
the policy tools they used during the timeline.

BOJ in Japan
Bank of Japan resorted to the easy money policy or QE for the second time in
April 2013 under Abenomics4 to combat protracted deflation and navigate the rolling-recession impacts of the global financial crisis of 2007-08.5 Since then, the BOJ
has been following the same policy, making it the world’s longest-running QE program. According to Pesek (2021), the BOJ’s balance sheet is believed to have been
stretched by more than $5 trillion in asset purchases under QE-2. The principal policy variables BOJ used for the QE-2 are interest rates, loan and fund support programs, and buying of assets of different terms from the markets to affect the financial markets and the economy (Table 3).
In fact, interest rates in Japan have been extremely low since March 2002, when
QE-1 was implemented. But the rates have fallen even further after QE-2 was initiated in 2013. Moreover, since January 2016, BOJ has offered a negative interest rate
of -0.1 percent on new deposits made by financial institutions to encourage them to
engage in more aggressive lending in the economy instead of keeping funds with
the central bank.

4

5

Abenomics had three arrows: (i) aggressive monetary policy, (ii) fiscal consolidation, and (iii)
growth strategy.
In Japan, the global financial crisis of 2007-08 is known as the ‘Lehman Shock.’
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Table 3. BOJ – Monetary Policy Before and During the Covid-19 Crisis
From 2010 to Covid-19 Crisis
Policies and Objectives

Date

Strengthen
the
Foundations 2010.6
for Economic
Loan
Growth
Support
Program
Stimulate
Bank
2012.12
Lending

Short-term Interest
Rate Guidance Target

During the Covid-19 Crisis

Policy
Rate
(in pc)

Policies and
Objectives

Date

Policy Rate, Quantity,
etc.

0.0

Special Funds¥120 trillion (until
Supplying
Sep 2021) 0.1pc
(Facilitating) Finance 2020.3 interest on current
in Response to
account according to
COVID-19
balance

0.0

＜ETF＞ Maximum
Annual Purchase of
annual ¥12 trillion
2020.3
ETFs and J-REITs
＜J-REIT＞Maximum
annual ¥180 billion

2016.01 ▲0.1

Purchase of
Balance upper limit
Corporate Bonds,
2020.3
total about ¥20
Commercial Paper
trillion
(CP), etc.
Unlimited (increase
Purchase of
2020.3 after February is ¥50
Government Bonds
trillion)
Unlimited
US Dollar Funding
2020.3 Lending interest rate
Operation
reduced by 0.25pc

Notes: ETFs - exchange-traded funds, J-REITs - real estate investment trusts, and pc – percent.
Source: Modified. Fueda-Samikawa and Miyazaki, 2021.

The uncollateralized call rate of interest has remained negative since 2016 (Figure 5). However, in 2014 and 2015, the real interest rate in Japan was -0.46 and -0.95,
respectively. In 2017, the loan interest rate fell to 0.99 percent (World Development
Indicators or WDI 2022).
As a response to Covid-19, BOJ supplied special financial support to institutions
at a rate of just 0.1 percent interest rate. Also, it continued buying exchange-traded
funds (ETFs), real estate investment trusts (J-REIT), government and corporate
bonds, commercial papers (CPs), etc., from the markets (Table 3). Thus, Covid-19
has guaranteed a longer duration for the easy monetary policy and its implication for
financial institutions, including banks.
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Figure 5. Japan- Basic Loan Rate and Call Rate, 2005-2021
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Source: BOJ, https://www.stat-search.boj.or.jp/ssi/cgi-bin/famecgi2?cgi=$ap181g3f_en

BOK in Korea
In the first half of the 2010s, the monetary policy of the Bank of Korea was
directed to minimize the impacts of the GFC of 2007-2008. Then, BOK used the
bank rate as a major policy tool to affect the money supply through the lending of
banks. For example, BOK lowered the key rate from 5.25 percent in 2008.Q3 to
2.75 percent in 2013.Q1. According to Yu (2014, p. 1675), “The money market rate
also dropped from 5.13% to 2.75% during the same period. Lower interest rates
increased bank loans 80.88% from 20,068.4 billion won to 36,300.3 billion won during the same period.” At the same time, the structural reform for increasing digitization was implemented in the sector.
Figure 6 shows that while the lending interest rate, deposit interest rate, and the
BOK key interest rate had a long-term declining tendency between 2011 to 2020,
the real interest rate had a higher degree of fluctuations during the same period.
However, BOK adopted a more accommodating monetary policy approach in
response to the poor domestic economic development caused by the COVID-19
pandemic. Changes in interest rates and extra lending facilities were employed to
boost the economy’s credit flow. The base interest rate was cut by 25 basis points to
0.50 percent in 2020. BOK also raised the limit on the Bank Intermediated Lending
5. Monetary Policy of BOJ and BOK Since 2010
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Support Facility to 35 trillion won and launched “a new lending scheme, the Corporate Bond-Backed Lending Facility (CBBLF), as a safety net for businesses, banks,
and non-bank financial institutions” (BOK 2020).
Figure 6. Interest Rates Structure in Korea, 2010-2020
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020
Lending interest rate (%) 5.51 5.76 5.40 4.64 4.26 3.53 3.37 3.48 3.66 3.45 2.80
Real interest rate (%)

2.70 4.42 4.09 3.59 3.33 0.34 1.35 1.23 3.16 4.32 1.47

Deposit interest rate (%)

3.86 4.15 3.70 2.89 2.54 1.81 1.56 1.67 2.03 1.85 1.16

Interest rate spread
(lending rate minus
deposit rate, %)

1.66 1.61 1.70 1.75 1.73 1.72 1.81 1.81 1.64 1.59 1.64

BOK key interet rate (%)*

2.5

3.25 3.00 2.50 2.25 1.75 1.25 1.50 1.75 1.50 0.75

Source: WB. WDI for first four rates. BOK key rate of interest (KRI) has been accepted from countryeconomy.com. The highest value of each year of KRI has been accepted. (https://countryeconomy.com/keyrates/south-korea).
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6. Covid-19 and the Banking Health of Japan and
South Korea
This section has lined up the health-related variables in the following order for
discussion: portfolios of assets and liabilities of banks, productivities of assets and
stockholders’ equity, profitability positions, and efficiency of banks in Japan and
South Korea.

6.1 Portfolios of Banks in Japan and South Korea
We begin with the analysis of the portfolios6 of assets and liabilities of the banking sector of both nations to see whether any significant shift or diversification has
taken place during the period, mainly because of QE-2 in Japan and Covid-19 in
both countries. Any rebalancing in the portfolios may have ramifications for any
business entity’s financial, efficiency, and risk-related matters.

Japan
One of the goals of QE-2 in 2013 was to encourage banks to rebalance their
business portfolios so that Japan could overcome prolonged economic recession
and rolling deflation due to the GFC of 2007-08 (Kuroda 2013). The following discussion will show how far this objective has been achieved through portfolio distribution over time.
Figure 7 shows that the total assets of Japanese banks have been steadily growing
from 2010 to 2019. The trend in growth is slow but almost a linear line, though a
higher level of growth was followed in 2013, 2016, and 2019.

6

A portfolio shows the combination of assets and liabilities of a business entity.
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Figure 7. Value of Total Banks Assets in Japan, 2010-2019
($ trillion)
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Figure 8. Loans Outstanding, 2012-2021
(¥ trillion)
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As we understand, loans form a major component of banks’ assets portfolio.
Part of the asset growth in Japan may be explained by the increase in the loan
amount of banks, reaching ¥543.9 trillion in 2021 from ¥419.8 trillion in 2012. Figure 8 also shows that loans grew all the years, though at varying rates, and never
declined below 2 percent. However, 2021 saw a 4.8 percent growth in assets value,
the highest for a year. The loan growth in 2021 may be explained by the people’s
expectation of recovery from Covid-19, as Japan initially managed the pandemic
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better. However, it remains to be seen the impacts of infections that began in December 2021 on the economic growth process.
A further break-up of the loan portfolio shows banks’ involvement in the real
estate sector and housing. Figures 9 and 10 show higher involvement of banks in
the real estate sector. For example, in 2016, about 15 percent of the total loan outstanding was in real estate. In 2020, this went up to 16.8 percent of the total (calculated from Figures 8 and 9). When we look at the industry-wise loan outstanding,
the share of real estate has been the highest in the outstanding amounts (Figure 10).

Figure 9. Outstanding Bank Loans in the Real Estate Sector and Rate of Growth,
2010-2020
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Though outstanding loans for housing were still increasing till 2019, outstanding
consumer loans peaked in 2016 and started declining. Notably, both new consumer
and housing loans declined in 2019 (Figure 11), even though Covid-19 was yet to
disrupt everything.
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Figure 10. Outstanding Bank Loans in Japan 2019, by Industry
(Trillion ¥)
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Figure 11. Housing and Consumer Loans of Banks in Japan, 2010-2019
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Figure 12. Value of stockholdings in Japan FY 2011-2020 (By investor type)
(¥ Trillion)
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Figure 13. Securities Holdings of All Banks, 2011-2021
(¥ Billion)
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The QE-2 has an objective to encourage domestic banks to invest in the stock
markets. Indeed, the value of stock holdings of financial institutions (FIs) jumped
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in 2014. There was also a repeat increase in the involvement in 2017 and 2020 (Figure 12). However, this does not indicate any significant portfolio rebalancing of the
commercial banks. For further analysis, we have constructed Figure 13, which shows
banks’ securities holdings, including Japanese Government Bonds, Local Government Bonds, short-term corporate bonds, stocks, and other securities, with two perceptible rebalancing acts. First, Japanese banks started reducing their holding of
JGBs in 2013 and increased their holdings of local governments’ bonds. Secondly,
their holding of corporate bonds declined, and stock holding fluctuated, but holdings of other stocks increased.
However, there was a sizable surge in the purchase of JGBs by banks in FY
2020-21, not at par with the expectation of BOJ. The reason for this jump needs
further investigation. Covid-19 might have influenced their risk perception of other
holdings, and investment in JGBs might have appeared safer (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Liabilities of Domestically Licensed Banks from 2010-2018
(Figures in ¥ 100 million)
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Finally, Figure 15 has been prepared to paint a ‘Picture’ of the distribution of
liabilities of Japanese banks. The data are available from 2010 to 2018. So, any impact
of Covid-19 on the liabilities side of banks’ balance sheets is absent in the picture.
Nonetheless, the figure shows that the deposits grew during the period. At the same
time, negotiable certificates of deposit, trading liabilities, net assets (stockholders’
equity), call money, etc., of bank liabilities saw declines in their values. In contrast,
banks appear to have increased their borrowing from the markets.

Figure 15. Japanese Banks - Loans to Deposit Ratio
(in percent)
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An area of concern in banks’ portfolios in Japan is the rise of deposits amount
against the loans disbursed. Since 2017, their loan-to-deposit ratio has progressively
deteriorated (Figure 15). The trend in the ratio also shows that Covid-19 has aggravated the situation further as the loans constituted only 66.2 percent of the deposits
in 2021, marking a surge during the pandemic. The cash payouts received by households under the government relief package may have contributed to this progression. However, the steady rise in deposits may have unintended consequences as
banks are facing difficulty in finding the newer scope of investment or lending for
their surplus funds. Concurrently, keeping them as reserves with BOJ has financial
implications. For example, MUFG Bank was charged a negative rate on its deposits
parked with BOJ in January 2022 (Hellenic Shipping News Worldwide 2022).
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Korea
Figure 16 depicts the asset portfolio of Korean domestic banks, which exhibits
an upward linear trendline from 2011 to 2020. However, the asset growth line saw
frequent changes in direction throughout this period. For example, Korean banks’
assets increased by 15 percent in 2012 over the previous year. But the growth was
1.8 percent only in the following year. Nonetheless, banks’ assets have been growing
since 2017, and the year 2020 appears to have been particularly successful, with assets reaching Korean ₩2,977.6 trillion, an increase of 10.6 percent from the previous year. Therefore, Covid-19 seems to have positively affected Korean banks’ ability to grow assets in 2020.

Figure 16. Korean Domestic Banks - Total assets and Growth, 2011 to 2020
(in trillion ₩)
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In fact, the increase in two asset groups, i.e., loans to borrowers and holding in
securities, explains the recent growth in banks’ assets in Korea. This can be seen in
Figure 17, where the quarterly data for four types of assets have been included. In
that portfolio, cash and due from banks and other assets have seen a minimal rise
from 2016 to 2020.
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Figure 17. Portfolio of assets of commercial banks in South Korea,
1st quarter 2016 to 1st quarter 2021
(in trillion ₩)
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Figure 18. Korean Domestic Banks - Total Loans Granted and
Share of Total Assets, 2011- 2020
(in trillion ₩)
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Nonetheless, loans form a bigger share of Korean banks’ total assets. Shares of
these assets in the portfolio have increased from 57.3 percent in 2011 to 70.4 percent
in 2016, which hovered around 70 percent till 2020 (Figure 18).

Figure 19. Korean Domestic Banks - Total deposits and Growth, 2011- 2020
(in trillion ₩)
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Similarly, deposits in Korean banks increased, reaching from Korean ₩759 trillion in 2011 to ₩1919 trillion in 2020 (Figure 20). However, there were fluxes in the
growth of deposits, reaching a high point in 2015 with a 28.4 percent growth (Figure
19). This might be happening because people were saving more due to Covid-19,
the government's financial bailout packages were improving their disposable income, or both. As we have seen, Japanese banks are experiencing a similar phenomenon too.
However, a notable feature of Korean banks remains the deposit to loan ratio.
Figure 20 shows that loan figures have remained higher than deposited amounts
from 2011 to 2020. This may be good for the banking business if this ratio is stable.
But borrowers may have to pay higher interest for their borrowings from the banks
due to the perceptible imbalance between the demand from borrowers and the supply of funds through savings.
Finally, we have Figure 21 to show the total liabilities of major financial banks in
South Korea. Curiously, their total liabilities were bigger than the country’s GDP.
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Figure 20. Korea - Loans and Deposits, 2011-2020
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Figure 21. Total Liabilities of Major Banks in South Korea, FY 2020, by Bank
(₩ trillion)

Note: Includes nationwide commercial banks, regional banks, digital banks (K Bank, Kakao Bank), and specialized
banks established by the Government. Foreign banks were excluded.
Source: Statista (2021).
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6.2 Productivity of Assets and Stockholders’ Equity (ROA and ROE)
Returns on assets and equity of banks in Japan and Korea have been used to
evaluate their productivity. Indeed, this measures the ratio of a bank's net income to
its total assets and stockholders’ equity, the two vital components in bank portfolios.
A higher return on shareholders’ assets or invested money suggests better performance or productivity, and vice versa. They also reflect how the return lifeline protects banks’ health.

Japan
Figures 22 and 23 show the return on assets and equity, respectively, for banks in
Japan. The net profits appear to be quite low compared to their high asset base,
resulting in an extremely low ROA position. The Financial Year (FY) 2013-14 stood
out as a unique year, with the highest ROA for all clusters of banks, both individually
and collectively. Trust banks had the highest ROA of 0.40 percent in this category.
However, their ROA declined in 2016-17 and in 2019-2020. While FY 2019-2020
had been difficult for city banks, they saw an increase in ROA in 2020-2021, when
Covid-19 was at its most disruptive state.

Figure 22. Japan - Return on Assets (ROA in percent)
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The ROE of Japanese banks, on the other hand, was significantly higher than
their ROA. In 2013-14, for example, all banks’ ROE stood at 8.17 percent, while
that declined to 2.41 percent in FY2019-2020. However, all banks’ ROE increased
to 3.96 percent in 2020-2021 (Figure 22). Two significant incidents occurred in those
years. While QE-2 was implemented in 2013, Covid-19 became a full pandemic to
spread worldwide in 2020. It should be noted that in terms of ROE, trust banks are
more consistent than their market peers. On the other hand, regional Banks I and II
have had lower ROEs than other banks since 2010.

Figure 23. Japan - Return in Equity (ROE in percent)
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Korea
In Korea, 2011 appears to have been a healthier year for banks as their ROA was
0.81 percent, the highest in the decade. However, returns on assets declined since
2014, reaching the lowest level of 0.11 percent in 2016. Again, after a much stronger
performance in 2018, when ROA reached 0.63 percent, banks have seen a steep
decline in their ROA in 2019 and 2020 (Figure 24). Covid-19 may have played a role
in lowering the ROA of banks, subject to further investigation.
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Figure 24. Return on Assets (ROA) of Domestic Banks in South Korea
from 2010 to 2020
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Figure 25. Return on Equity (ROE) of Domestic Banks in South Korea
from 2010 to 2020
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In these years, Korean banks’ return on equity registered a similar trend line to
their ROA. This could be seen from their ROE in the 2010s, which peaked in 2011
(9.81 percent), and bottomed out in 2016 (1.37 percent). Likewise, their ROE is declining after reaching the second-highest level in 2018 (8.04 percent). However, a
low ROE of 5.54 percent coincides with Covid-19 in 2020 (Figure 25).

6.3 Profitability of Japanese and Korean Banks
Profitability is an essential measure of a bank's financial performance, despite
the accounting method of addressing specific expenses that may affect the conversion rate.7

Japan
Banks in Japan keep several forms of profit in their income statements. Three
of them, i.e., ordinary profits, operating profit, and Net Income positions, have been
included in Figure 26. The graph shows that banks’ ordinary profits had grown since
2011 for three years to peak in 2014 at 7.39 percent. Since then, the rate has been
declining every successive year. But the operating profit figures from 2015 to 2020
have formed a U-shaped curve to show a revival of performance, particularly in
2020. However, a look at the figures for their net income in these years highlights
that they were much lower than the operating profits. This very low-profit level is a
key concern for banks in Japan. The QE is primarily held responsible for that. However, it may require more examination to explain the increase in the rate of net income to 1.84 percent in 2020 from 1.11 percent in the previous year, as this happened when Covid-19 was at its disruptive best.

7

The profitability rate is the rate at which a bank can turn its (gross) revenues into (net) income.
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Figure 26. Profit Position of Japanese Banks, 2011-2020
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Korea
Figures of net income (NI) of Korean banks show that they weathered a bad
year in 2016 when their NI recorded a deep-down fall (-43.18 percent) from 2015.
But in the next two years, net income moved upward. In 2018, NI peaked at ₩15.6
trillion (Figure 27). Since then, however, their net income has declined to reach
₩12.1 trillion in 2020. Though this does not accurately picture Korean banks’ profitability, the figures show that they still earned net profit.

Figure 27. NI and NI Growth Rate of Korean Banks, 2015-2020
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6.4 Operating Efficiency
The efficiency ratio (ER)8 shows how the bank’s executives oversee overhead,
sometimes known as ‘back-office costs’ (Investopedia 2022). There is a difference
in opinion about the benchmark ratio figure that would say whether a bank runs
efficiently or not. Commonly, an efficiency ratio value of 60 percent or less is considered effective for banks (Ross and Marquis 2007). However, Investopedia (2022)
suggests the benchmark figure at 50 percent. We have used the former efficiency
measure for our analysis in the following discussion.

Japan
The situation is not particularly good for banks’ operating efficiency situation in
Japan. From 2011 to 2021, none of the Japanese bank clusters could achieve the
benchmark rate to be considered efficient. For example, the City Banks cluster had
an efficiency ratio of 63.8 percent, close to the standard of 60 percent, only in 2014
(Figure 28). Though Covid-19 (2020) theoretically could have reduced their operational costs, this appears to have not occurred for Japanese banks when their overall
efficiency ratio stood at 83.9 percent in 2021.

Figure 28. Japanese Banks’ Efficiency Ratio (in percent), 2011-2021
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8

ER is an important performance parameter for the banking industry. The ratio of noninterest
expenses to revenue is the efficiency ratio for banks.
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Korea
We have the operational efficiency data of Korean banks for 2020 only. This
information may not be sufficient to draw any conclusion about the operational efficiency of Korean banks. However, Figure 29 shows that except for Jeju Bank and
K Bank, all other banks could achieve an efficiency ratio of 60 percent or lower in
2020. But K Bank looks deep down on the inefficiency road, with a ratio value of
326 percent. Nevertheless, Korean banks appear to have done well during the Covid19 pandemic, though we do not have data for a trend to compare their success.

Figure 29. Cost-Income-Ratio (CIR) of Banks in South Korea
in Fiscal Year 2020, by Bank
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7. Banking Health in Pre-and Interim Period of
Covid-19: A Comparative Analysis
Both Japan and South Korea have similarities in the use of the banking system
in their economic growth strategies. Though internal development dynamics have
played a role in any deviations in their models and paths, the similarities cannot be
overlooked. According to Cho (Cho 2002, p. 6), “Japan provided one model of rapid
industrialization and economic growth through a close government-bank-business
relationship, where the Government played a leading role. ---. In fact, in Korea, the
role of the Government was much more direct, and stronger government intervention in the financial sector was more pervasive and intensive. In the process, it built
up a stronger government-bank-business nexus.”
In terms of the banking structure, both countries have two types of banks that
work with two segments of customers – one for the cities and the other primarily
for regional areas. When it comes to the asset holdings size of banks, the Korean
market is dominated by four banks, while banks under the umbrella of City banks
and Trust banks in Japan dominate the market with their volume of assets.
How do banks in Japan and South Korea stand when compared with the healthrelated variables? The following discussion has been devoted to answering the question.

7.1 Comparative Portfolios of Banks
The components of banks’ portfolios like assets and liabilities, including loans to various
sectors, investment in government securities, corporate stocks, deposits, borrowings, etc.,
show qualities of their financial health. Japanese banks have proportionately bigger portfolio
values than their Korean counterparts in these areas. Differences in the size of their economies may have contributed to this differential. However, the available evidence reveals no
significant decrease in the primary activities of banks due to Covid-19. In fact, Japanese
banks’ purchase of JGBs increased in 2020, contrary to the intended outcome of Japan’s
QE-2 program (Figure 13). The proportion of various securities in the portfolio got reduced
after 2013.
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The portfolio also shows that Japanese banks have received more deposits than
their disbursement of loans over time. The imbalance grew during 2020 when
Covid-19 impacted normal economic activities. The reasons for this have been explained earlier. Nevertheless, this loan-deposit imbalance has financial implications.
First, this requires banks to incur additional interest payments to affect their operating expenses, even though the rate of interest payment in Japan is extremely low.
Moreover, this may have created an over-liquid status for the banks, influencing banks’
risk-bearing behavior and affecting their financial health. Their lending in the real
estate sector reflects this. However, this exposure to real estate may be increasing
the systematic risk of their portfolios.
The analysis of portfolio distributions of Korean banks reflects that they have
continued their major banking activities after 2010 without many deviations. Both
deposits and loans increased secularly from 2011 to 2020, holding consistent loanto-deposit ratios.
However, there is a significant qualitative difference in the loan-to-deposit ratio
between the two countries’ banks’ portfolios. Korean banks are disbursing more
loans than taking deposits, the exact opposite situation in Japan. Also, their holding
of securities in the portfolio is another area where banks in both countries have
differed. In the case of Japan, overall securities holding in the portfolio declined but
jumped in 2021, basically because of the increase in the component of JGB. But for
Korean banks, investment in securities increased over the years, and Covid-19 seems
to have little bearing on altering that investment flow.

7.2 Productivity of Banks
BOJ’s ultra-low interest policy has been prevailing in the economy for too long. These
persistent low-interest rates have affected Japanese banks the most, as shown by their ROAs,
notably after QE-2 in 2013. In addition, the cluster of City Banks, the largest group of banks
in Japan, is affecting the macro-ROA performance of banks due to much lower returns to
their larger assets in the portfolio. On the other hand, Korean banks have fared better in
generating ROA, though not significantly higher, than their Japanese counterparts (Figures
22 and 24).

In terms of ROEs, different clusters of banks in Japan had different ROEs. In
all, the cluster of Trust Banks has performed consistently better than their local
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peers. Overall, ROEs of Japanese banks improved after the initiation of QE-2 in
2013 but started declining in 2017. FY2019-20 was particularly a difficult year for
them. However, the situation counter-intuitively improved in 2021 even with Covid19’s disruptions. In comparison, their Korean counterparts faced a rough phase during 2013 to 2016, but their ROEs significantly improved in 2017 and 2018 (Figures
23 and 25). However, their ROE declined in the next two years, and the decrease in
2020 may have an explanation in Covid-19.
Lower ROA and ROE in 2020 reflect lesser productivity of assets and shareholder equity. By those measures, we find a short-term detrimental impact of Covid19 on the banking sector in both countries. However, the ROE performance of
Korean banks of late has remained better if we compare that with the ROEs of
Japanese banks.

7.3 Efficiency Ratios and NPAs of Banks
An analysis in the previous section shows that most Korean banks have a better efficiency
ratio than their Japanese counterparts. Indeed, all clusters of banks in Japan have higher operative expenses to revenue ratios, showing higher operational costs. This is where any improvement has bearings on banks’ profit margin, ROA, and ROE.

However, three more graphs have been included here to depict a larger picture
of the efficiency of Japanese and Korean banks. Figure 30 shows the liquid reserve
to the assets and NPLs to total gross loan ratios of Korean banks. The ratios of
banks in the mentioned categories for Korea look impressive, particularly the NPL
ratio. The liquidity coverage ratio has seen an uptick for 2020, showing that banks
have created an added cushion for any liquidity crisis during the Covid-19 time.
The NPL figure is updated up to 2019 for Korean banks, so we cannot assess
any impacts of Covid-19 on the ratio. But let us note that measures of the BOKsupported lending facilities like the Bank Intermediated Lending Support Facility
and the Corporate Bond-Backed Lending Facility for banks are in place in Korea to
address problems arising from Covid-19. This may also help reduce the NPL burden
of banks in the end.
Figure 31 shows that Japanese banks have lowered their non-performing loan
ratio to their total loans since 2012. The ratio decreased from 2.4 percent to 1.1
percent between 2012 and 2020. However, the NPL ratio has risen slightly to 1.2
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percent in 2021, which may be due to Covid-19. Nevertheless, Korean banks comparatively had much smaller NPL ratios than Japanese banks for the period this analysis was done.

Figure 30. Two Efficiency Ratios of Korean Banks, 2010-2020
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Figure 31. Non-Performing Loan (NPL) Ratio of Banks in Japan 2012-2021 (percent)
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Figure 32 shows the capital adequacy ratios of Japanese banks from 2015 to 2020
and Korean banks from 2017 to 2020. Japanese banks have accumulated more capital than their Korean counterparts. However, the higher figures may show a conservative approach Japanese banks might be following to keep more capital. The
Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS) of the Basel III accord mandates
that all banks have a Capital Adequacy Ratio of at least 8 percent (CFI 2022). On
that ground, CARs in both countries are healthy, though Japanese banks are better
placed with a higher ratio. We, however, find that in 2020, CAR of Japanese banks
declined marginally while it went up for Korea. This inverse movement of CAR in
the two countries needs further assessment for any impacts of Covid-19.

Figure 32. Capital Adequecy Ratio (CAR) of Japannese and Korean Banks, 2015-2020
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7.4 Profitability
We have drawn Figure 33 to look at South Korean and Japanese banks’ bank net interest
margins (NIM).

Evidently, Korean banks have outperformed their Japanese peers in this profitability index. However, the net interest margins of domestic banks in Japan and South
Korea have declined in 2019 and 2020. For Japan, the historic low-interest rates resulting from QE-2 may be partially responsible for this low margin. Also, an increase
in customers’ deposits in banks compared to a rise in banks’ loans during the Corona
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time may have lowered their NIM. Similarly, NIM for South Korean banks reached
1.42 percent, owing to BOK’s decision to keep the base rate at a record low following the Covid-19 outbreak (Statista 2021).

Figure 33. Net Interest Margin in Japan and S Korea, 2010-2020
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8. Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
This research has examined and compared the health indicators of domestic
banks in Japan and South Korea for the pre-and interim period of Covid-19. It has
used the descriptive analytic technique to achieve its goal, accepting data primarily
from 2010 to 2020. Asset and liabilities portfolios, asset productivity and stockholders’ equity, profitability, and operating efficiency of banking activities were studied
in the comparative analysis.
Given the social, industrial, and demographic differences between the two countries, a head-to-head comparison of the health issues of banks may not be suitable.
Keeping this point in mind, the study has discovered that the Korean domestic
banks could maintain better health indicators than their Japanese counterparts in
most of the period of this analysis. The exceptionally low interest rates entrenched
in the QE-2 monetary policy may have played the most significant role in causing
disparities in the health indicators of Japanese banks. As a result of the ultra-low
interest rates, banks in Japan are struggling to maintain better financial health. The
economic and financial impacts of Covid-19 on the sector have further stained their
profitability and efficiency performance.
The study also finds that Korean banks have had an interest-rate advantage over
their Japanese counterparts. Moreover, Korean banks were able to keep a higher
efficiency level, while their low NPL rate might have been a managerial strength.
Though digitization was not addressed in this study, it could be one of the factors
that helped Korean banks support their health indicators better. In 2020, however,
Korean banks’efficiency, profitability, and performance showed a slight dip. Covid19 may be a cause of this reduction. Furthermore, if the BOK's monetary and other
supportive measures had not been executed on time, the performance metrics for
Korean banks could have deteriorated more.
However, the study concludes that the extent of the impacts of Covid-19 on the
banking health in both countries is yet to appear for a better analysis.

8. Conclusion and Policy Recommendations
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Recommendations
Based on the discussion, analysis, and findings, the study makes the following
major policy recommendations.
1. Japanese banks are experiencing a surplus fund problem as deposits continue to
rise while their investment possibilities become more constrained. As a result,
moving money from BOJ reserves to investments and loans is getting more
complicated. In this context, the government’s Covid-19-related financial support system may have hastened the inertia of the negative interest rate policy. As
a result, BOJ should reconsider the reason for its negative interest rate policy and
may begin reversing the rate in the opposite direction.
2. The increased digitization of banking functions may have accelerated the necessity for the consolidation of banks. If consolidation of banking activities can improve the banking health indicators, the policymakers might prepare a policy
statement for that purpose. This might be sensitive since reducing banking activities in various parts of the country could have an impact on employment and
cause discomfort to older people for their banking activities in both countries.
3. The central banks of both nations should develop separate contingency plans in
the face of an uncertain future since the risks of Covid-19 may not be over.
Besides, the strategic fallouts of the Ukraine War may have an impact on the
domestic and international economic and banking environments, making the
need for such contingency plans more necessary.
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국문요약
한국과 일본의 거시 건전성의 경우 잃어버린 10년의 장기 침체, 1997년 아시아
금융 위기 그리고 2008년 세계 금융 위기를 겪으면서 큰 조정을 받았으며, 양국은
현재 양적 완화, 금리 조정, 금융 구조조정 등 통화금융정책 등을 통해 코로나19의
영향을 최소화하기 위한 정책을 시행하고 있다. 본 논문은 코로나19 이전과 이후 한
국과 일본 각국의 거시 건전성을 비교하면서, 은행 부문의 자산 및 부채 포트폴리오,
생산성, 자본, 수익성, 운영 효율성에 대한 연구를 진행하였다. 초저금리를 유지해온
일본의 양적완화는 은행 부문의 금융건전성에 부정적 영향을 미쳤고, 코로나19 이
후 대부분의 지표들에서 그 부정적 영향이 더 심화된 것으로 나타났다. 반면 한국은
일본에 비해 상대적으로 높았던 금리와 견조한 은행 부문 운영의 효율성 그리고 낮
은 비율의 부실채권 등의 이유로, 2010년 이후부터 코로나 사태 이전까지 은행 부문
건전성이 지표상으로 일본과 비교하여 더 견실하게 나타났다. 그러나 코로나19 사
태가 본격화된 2020년 이후 한국의 은행 부문 효율성 및 수익성은 악화된 것으로
나타났다. 이와 같이 악화된 은행 부문 건전성을 고양하기 위 해서는 일본은행은 현
재의 초저금리 금융정책을 재고할 필요가 있고, 한국에 비해 미진한 은행서비스의
디지털화를 일본은 더 선진화할 필요가 있다.
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ultra-low interest rates of QE-2. Most of the indicators have been further affected by COVID-19.
On the other hand, Korean banks could maintain better health indicators than their Japanese
counterparts for much of the study period. They had the advantage of higher interest rates and
maintained a better degree of efficiency and low nonperforming loans. However, Korean banks’
efficiency, profitability, and performance have marginally declined in the Covid-19 year of 2020.
The study also concludes that the impacts of Covid-19 on the banking health in both countries are
yet to be fully apparent. It recommends that the BOJ should reconsider its negative interest rate
policy. In a similar way, the fact that banking services are becoming more digital may have made it
more important for banks in both countries to consolidate their business activities.
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